
Three Objections to Maher on Continuity 
 
In Betting on Theories1 Patrick Maher defends a qualified Bayesianism. The core of the argument is the 
representation theorem he proves in Chapter 8. The proof shows that any agent whose preferences satisfy 
certain constraints is (uniquely) representable as having particular probability and utility functions such 
that they prefer f to g iff the expected utility of f is higher than the expected utility of g.2 This is only an 
argument that all rational people are interpretable as having probability and utility functions if we have an 
argument that the preferences of rational people satisfy all the axioms.3 Maher provides detailed 
arguments in favour of two of these axioms, Transitivity and Independence, in chapters 2 and 3 of the 
book. But another important axiom, Continuity, only appears in the formal proof, without much by way 
of argument. And that axiom seems to be vulnerable to many criticisms. I’ll state the axiom then provide 
some interpretation, state the three objections to Continuity, then conclude with a little about where this 
leaves Maher’s overall argument. 
 

Continuity: For all f, g ∈ D, a ∈ Y, and A ∈ X, if f  g then there exists in X a partition 
{A1, …, An} of A such that for i = 1, …, n: 

• If fi = a on Ai and f on ¬Ai then fi  g 
• If gi = a on Ai and g on ¬Ai then f  gi. (193) 

 
In Maher’s theory, X is the set of states, X is the set of propositions, i.e. a σ-algebra on X, Y is the set of 
all consequences, and D the set of possible decisions, with every decision a function from X to Y. The 
notation f  g just means that g is strictly preferred to f. Intuitively we can think of f and g as gambles, 
though they may be any kind of act. 
 
The effect of Continuity is that if f  g, then for any proposition A and payoff a, there is a way of 
partitioning A into {A1, …, An} such that for all propositions in that set the gamble that pays a if that 
proposition is true and f otherwise is still inferior to g, and the gamble that pays a if that proposition is 
true and g otherwise is still superior to f. If a is better than what f pays given Ak for some k such that Ak is 
non-null4, this generates a gamble that is strictly between f and g. By varying the size of a, we can 
generate infinitely many gambles between f and g, which is rather useful in guaranteeing a unique 
probability function satisfying the preferences. 
 
                                                      
1 Maher (1993). All references to this book. 
2 The utility function is of course only unique up to an affine transformation, but it seems easier, and more sensible, 
to simply say it is unique, since affine transformations make no difference to the relative utility of any two gambles. 
3 Or at least, as Maher says, if they satisfy the axioms “when the preferences are relevant to a sufficiently important 
decision problem, and where there are no rewards attached to violating transitivity or independence.” (10) This 
qualification won’t matter to what follows, so I’ll follow Maher in ignoring it. 
4 A proposition is null iff when assessing gambles it is irrelevant to us what the payoff is given the truth of that 
proposition. 



First Objection - Continuity leads to violations of weak dominance 
Let A be a singleton member of X, i.e. a proposition that is true in exactly one state. Let f be the gamble 
that constantly returns 0, and g be the gamble that returns a/2 if A, and 0 otherwise.5 Unless we know that 
A is not true, it seems we should prefer g to f just on dominance considerations. We know that g could not 
do worse than f, and could do better. But this violates Continuity. For the only partition of A is {A1} 
where A1 = A, and the same dominance argument we gave to suggest that g was better than f can be used 
to show that f1 is better than g. 
 
Maher says that Continuity “is likely to hold only if the set of states is sufficiently numerous that 
propositions can be subdivided into arbitrarily fine divisions.”  (194) But making the states more 
numerous does not help here. No matter how many states there are, as long as there are singleton 
propositions this problem will arise. Indeed, let there be one state for every possible world, and we will 
still have the problem stated here as long as there are propositions for every world. 
 
There is a natural objection one may make here. It might be suggested that A should have zero 
probability, and hence f and g should have equal expected utility and hence g should not be preferred to A. 
I think there are two mistakes in this objections. First, it is not a universal rule of rationality that every 
singleton proposition must receive probability zero. It might be actually true of all actual people, but we 
need an argument that rationality requires this and it is hard to see how we could even start such an 
argument. Second, the dominance principle we used to argue g is preferable to f is more plausible than the 
principle that rational agents maximise expected utility, so this objection doesn’t undercut our argument. 
 
Second Objection - Continuity requires us to have too many opinions 
Maher notes in several places that it is no requirement of rationality that agents have preferences over all 
possible gambles. This seems correct. Rationality is not that demanding. Indeed, it isn’t clear how we 
could argue that it is. It seems that if an agent lacks information about whether p is true, she is entirely 
justified in not having any preference between a gamble that pays a if p is true and one that pays a if p is 
false.  
 
So let us imagine an agent Jack who is logically omniscient, but has very little empirical information. He 
has enough information that he feels comfortable in regarding a bet that pays a if p is true as being worth 
exactly as much to him as one that pays a if p is false. He prefers a bet that pays a for certain to both of 
these, and prefers both of these to a bet that pays something less than a for certain. He has no other 
preferences.6 Now it’s worth noting that there is a representation for Jack. We can interpret him as 

                                                      
5 This is potentially misleading, because a is a concrete payoff, not a numerical amount. By a/2 I mean, here and 
elsewhere, a payoff such that the agent strictly prefers it to 0, and strictly prefers a to it. 
6 That is, he has no preferences defined over gambles where one of the relevant states is not logically equivalent to 
p, ¬p, p → p or ¬(p → p). 



assigning probability 0.5 to p, 1 to all logical truths and 0 to all logical falsehoods. He does not assign a 
probability to any other proposition.7

 
Jack certainly seems rational as long as he is not ignoring evidence he has about propositions other than p. 
He satisfies all the constraints most Bayesians would place on him. But he does not satisfy Continuity. To 
prove this, let f be a bet that pays 0 for certain, and g a bet that pays a/2 if p, and A be p. For any partition 
{A1, …, An} other than {p}, Jack will not have a preference between f1 and g. And if the partition is {p}, 
Jack prefers f1 to g. There is no partition such that Jack prefers g to f1. So Jack violates Continuity. But 
Jack violates no rational norms, so Continuity is not a rational norm. 
 
Third Objection - God violates Continuity, but God is rational 
Consider an omniscient being, call Him God, who assigns probability 1 to all truths and probability 0 to 
all falsehoods. If He really knows all truths, and has no false beliefs, He certainly seems to be perfectly 
rational. So if He violates Continuity, that’s a problem for Continuity. To show that He does, let A be any 
true proposition, let f be a gamble that pays 0 for certain, and g a gamble that pays a/2 if A. Any partition 
of A will include a true proposition Ak. God will know that fk is worth a, and g is worth a/2. So He will 
prefer fk to g, violating Continuity. 
 
Concluding Notes 
Maher needs Continuity because without it, the case of Jack undermines his probabilism. It is possible to 
represent Jack as assigning probability ½ to both p and ¬p. But it is also possible to represent Jack as 
assigning probability ¼ to both p and ¬p, violating probabilism. That is, we do not get a unique 
representation without Continuity. But as we’ve seen Continuity is too strong a constraint. So the kind of 
representation theorem that Maher proves cannot motivate probabilism. 
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7 If you think Jack should satisfy dominance principles, you could add that whenever it is logically necessary that f 
pays more than g, Jack prefers f to g, and Jack has all the other preferences needed to satisfy the axioms other than 
continuity given this preference and his indifference between bets that pay a if p and ones that pay a if ¬p. 


